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Upcoming Meetings
• Planning Commission
Meeting Nov. 4th
5:30 pm at City
Hall
• City Council Meeting
November 12th
5:30 pm at City Hall
• Municipal Authority
November 12th
5:45 pm at City Hall
• Environment, Health, 7
Sustainability Committee
November 26th
8:30 am at City Hall

6407 Avondale Drive
Nichols Hills, OK 73116
Phone: 405-843-6637
Email: enews@nicholshills.net

Are you a Risk Manager or a Risk Taker?
There are several inescapable certainties of life that affect each one of
us.You know the two standards; “death & taxes”, one can eliminate
the other and one has been said to cause the other but there are
more and one in particular that I want to discuss this month, risk.
You cannot live without risk; it’s at work, at home, and most hobbies
involve risk. Many cities and private companies hire Risk Managers
who are tasked with dealing with risks to employees, equipment,
and infrastructure and the risk city or business employees can pose
to the public. Their most important task is reducing the financial impact that risk can have on city government and/or private business.
If the affect of risk is significant enough for business and government
to invest substantial amounts of money in, then I suggest to you its
significant enough for individuals and families to invest some time
and energy to.
You cannot eliminate all risk from your life but you can become a
Risk Manager and formulate plans and procedures to reduce the risk
that you and your families face every day. The first step is to recognize the high frequency/high risk activities you participate in each
day; driving for example, then devise ways to reduce that risk such as;
never exceed the speed limit and conversely not driving too slow in
high speed traffic, avoid driving in rush hour traffic when possible,
perhaps taking a longer route through low traffic areas can reduce
some risk, and finally wearing your seatbelt can reduce the financial
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